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Application Withdrawn
Pipeline, Storage and LNG Projects in Commission Pre-Filing
FY 2013

1. PF13-1: Excelerate Liquefaction Solutions I, LLC & Lavaca Bay Pipeline System, LLC; Lavaca Bay LNG Project. CP14-71

2. PF13-2: Northern Natural Gas Company; West Leg 2014 Expansion Project. CP13-528

3. PF13-3: Southern LNG Company, L.L.C.; Elba Liquefaction Project and Elba Express Expansion Project. CP14-103 & CP14-115


5. PF13-5: Transcontinental Gas Pipeline Company, LLC; Leidy Southeast Expansion Project. CP13-551

6. PF13-6: East Tennessee Natural Gas, LLC; Kingsport Expansion Project. CP13-534

7. PF13-7: Columbia Gas Transmission, LLC; Eastside Expansion Project. CP14-17


9. PF13-9: Magnolia LNG, LLC; Magnolia Liquefied Natural Gas Project. CP14-347

10. PF13-10: CenterPoint Energy Gas Transmission Company, LLC; Central Arkansas Pipeline Enhancement Project. CP14-23

11. PF13-11: CE FLNG, LLC and CE Pipeline, LLC.; CE FLNG LNG Project.

12. PF13-12: Empire Pipeline, Inc. and National Fuel Gas Supply Corporation; Tuscarora Lateral Project. CP14-112


15. PF13-15: Texas Eastern Transmission, LP; Ohio Pipeline Energy Network Project (OPEN) CP14-68

16. PF13-16: Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC; Algonquin Incremental Market Project (AIM) CP14-96

17. PF13-17: Clarksville Gas and Water; Natural Gas Interconnect Pipeline Project. CP14-101